
No Touch 
No Transmission
Amidst the rampant COVID-19 pandemic in 2021, early 2022,
Lobster Technologies aspired to leverage our expertise, with the
hope of aiding in pandemic prevention and safeguarding both
public health and business security.



In early January 2022, there were over 1,000,000 daily
reported cases in the United States, and the mortality
rates were 63% greater than those in other affluent
nations. To address this challenge, companies
needed to discover methods to keep their business
operational while also ensuring the safety of both
employees and customers.

Surge in COVID-
19 infections in
early 2022



Safety for customers

Reads temperature in one second
Provides verbal warnings or success
messages upon face scan
On-the-spot, temporary badge printing

Options for setting your business’
acceptable temperature threshold
Easily integrated with doors, gates,
turnstiles, and can be placed on a stand or
desktop
Integrated and customizable email alerts

Easy to use for Kiosk

A Touchless
Solution

Lobster Technologies recognized profoundly the
necessity of providing the market and society with a
touchless identification solution to minimize the risk of
COVID-19 transmission, and hence the 'No-Contact
Temperature Scanning Kiosk' solution was born.



Impressive achievement

Printer models compatible 

500+ 1000+ 99%

The software was compatible with
over 500 printer models available
on the market, making it easy for
customers to experience the
product's features on their existing
hardware

Physical sites deployed

In just two months on the market,
the product had been deployed at
over 1,000 kiosks across the United
States

Cloud adoption 

To minimize company resources and
reduce the energy consumption of
physical servers, we migrated 99%
of data to the cloud and maintained
0 downtime throughout operation.



Lobster Technologies

AI - Artificial Intelligence

Microsoft AD Migration 

Cloud-based management

Data and analytics 

Device Integration 

Application dependency mapping 

Automation and orchestration 

Service management 

Customer satisfaction is our ultimate goal, as it serves as
the driving force behind our work satisfaction and overall
success. For more insights into this project, please explore
the technologies we have employed.



Contact us

http://lobstertechnologies.net 

+1 503 476-1571 

connect@lobstertechnologies.net

We build custom solution
Lobster Technologies


